Please find below our weekly update covering themes that we feel that are of interest to investors and participants in the
small and mid-cap TMT sector as well as commentary on recent newsflow. The cost of Allenby Capital's research on
individual clients is paid for by our research clients.
For the purpose of MIFID II, the content of the following email qualifies as “non-substantive material or services consisting
of short-term market commentary on the latest economic statistics or company results” and so can be treated as
‘acceptable minor non-monetary benefits’ and not as ‘chargeable research’ per the European Commission’s Delegated
Directive of 7.4.2016.

Allenby Capital TMT Update - 06.04.21 - TERN.L, MBT.L
Tern plc* (TERN.L, 8.85p/£29.2m)
Finals: Good commercial progress across portfolio (31.03.21)
•

FY NAV increased 27% to £24.0m, equivalent to 7.3p/share, a function of a £2m net fair value uplift, £2m of
additional investments (£0.9m into Talking Medicines and £1.1m in follow on investments) and cash
increasing £1.1m to £2.1m. £4.5m (gross) was raised during the year through three placings. £0.8m PBT
(FY19: £0.8m LBT).

•

Tern saw a £2.6m fair uplift in its existing stake in Wyld Networks to £4m following the fundraise in January
2021. This £0.75m placing included an external party - Tern made an additional £150k investment in this
round. The gain was partially offset by a £0.4m exchange rate loss on the Device Authority investment as
the pound strengthened during the year.

•

Robust response by the company and its portfolio companies to COVID-19 with notable commercial
successes in Q4 and most companies exceeded management expectations. Tern initiated portfolio CEO
roundtables twice a month and this has resulted in commercial synergies. Aggregate revenue of portfolio
companies (excluding Talking Medicines) +18% but headcount remained flat following 31% expansion in
FY19.

•

Investment in Talking Medicines in November and PatientMetRx data service that captures and translates
what people post about their medicines on social media using proprietary AI, ML and NLP went live in
February. FundamentalVR saw increased interest in its training platform during H2 from potential new
customers and repeat sales to its existing base.

•

Device Authority saw revenue growth with key sales wins in the healthcare, industrial and automotive
markets, working with Microsoft Azure, Wipro and nCipher (EnTrust) as technology partners. Annual
recurring revenue is expected to accelerate in FY21 and DA will expand its resources in the North America
and EMEA markets. InVMA recruited Peter Stephens as CEO in mid-2020 and has shifted from service to
product sales. It has also expanded its channel.

•

Separately, the company announced that the maturity date of the convertible loans provided to Device
Authority by Tern, Alsop Louie Partners, and the George Samenuk Family Trust et al to November 30th,
2021. The outstanding loan balance to Tern currently stands at $4.3m, excluding $0.4m of accrued interest.

Allenby Capital comment: Good commercial progress across Tern's portfolio of companies focused on the industrial and
medical IoT markets in spite of the COVID-19 disruption. Management has successfully pooled the expertise and networks
of the board and the individual companies to identify synergies. The fair value uplift in Wyld Networks bears out the

company's investment strategy. Tern also expanded the portfolio with the addition of Talking Medicines and has cash to
invest further in new and existing portfolio companies.
* Allenby Capital acts as Nomad and Broker to Tern plc.

Mobile Tornado plc* (MBT.L, 4.45p/£16.9m)
Finals: Recurring revenue flat; outlook more positive (30.03.21)
•

FY20 Recurring revenue essentially flat at £2.0m but non-recurring revenue (installation fees, hardware,
professional services, and capex licence fees) down 65% to £0.5m as projects and sales cycles were
impacted by COVID-19.

•

Operating costs reduced 14% to £2.7m reflecting increased efficiency and Adj. EBITDA loss of £0.4m (FY19:
breakeven). Cash at bank of £0.2m (FY19: £0.3m) and net debt of £9.1m (FY19: £8.6m).

•

MBT successfully deployed a track and track application with the Government of Bahamas to assist the
management of COVID-19 related quarantine. Partnership agreement with Telrad, a global LTE telecoms
solutions provider, to offer an integrated, end-to-end solution for Push-to-Talk (PTT) communication over
broadband. Partner network expanded with new agreements covering Peru, Spain, Portugal, Andorra, and
the UK. Renewal of agreement with major North American MNO for a further 12 months and ongoing work
with Israel's leading MNO.

•

Many of the new business opportunities were in South America and South Africa, two markets hit
particularly hard by the pandemic. A number of these opportunities were with Government departments,
agencies and utilities that became subject to budget cuts and freezes as resources were redeployed to
manage the response to the crisis.

•

Outlook: Management reports increased levels of activity in its key markets and MBT has entered 2021 with
a strong pipeline of potential new clients. In particular, MBT plans to establish a strong business platform in
Mexico and Colombia and to use that as the base to move into other countries within the region. MBT's
solution is currently being used by c. 400 organisations across these two markets.

Allenby Capital comment: A difficult year for the leading provider of instant communication mobile applications to the
enterprise market as its target geographies and verticals were hard hit by the pandemic. The resilience of the recurring
revenue is encouraging as well as new deployments, such as the Bahamas. Activity has picked up in 2021 and the
advantages of Push-to-Talk over cellular/broadband compared with LMR (Land Mobile Radio) around cost and
functionality remain compelling. The switch off of iDEN networks also represents an additional catalyst in a number of
countries.
* Allenby Capital acts as Nomad and Broker to Mobile Tornado plc
==================================================

Allenby Capital "paid for" research services
The changes initiated by MiFID II has had far reaching implications on both the quantity and continued availability of
research on smaller cap companies, including those within the TMT sector. We would therefore remind interested
companies that Allenby Capital can offer a "paid for" research service for those corporates that wish to retain an

alternative and authoritative source of research that can be accessed freely by the entire investment community. If you
would like further information on this service please contact d.johnson@allenbycapital.com.
=================================================
DISCLAIMER
Allenby Capital Limited (“Allenby”) is incorporated in England no. 6706681; is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (“FCA”) (FRN: 489795) and is a member of the London Stock Exchange. This communication is for
information only it should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities or other instruments mentioned
in it. It is a marketing communication and non-independent research, and has not been prepared in accordance with the
legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, and is not subject to any prohibition on
dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. The cost of Allenby research product on independent companies
is paid for by research clients.
This communication is for the use of intended recipients only and only for distribution to investment professionals as that
term is defined in article 19(5) of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. Its contents
are not directed at, may not be suitable for and should not be relied upon by anyone who is not an investment professional
including retail clients. Any such persons should seek professional advice before investing. For the purposes of this
communication Allenby is not acting for you, will not treat you as a client, will not be responsible for providing you with the
protections afforded to clients, and is not advising you on the relevant transaction or stock. This communication or any part
of it do not form the basis of and should not be relied upon in connection with any contract.
Allenby uses reasonable efforts to obtain information from sources which it believes to be reliable. The communication has
been prepared without any substantive analysis undertaken into the companies concerned or their securities, and it has not
been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied is made, or responsibility of any kind
accepted by Allenby its directors or employees as to the accuracy or completeness of any information in this
communication. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only and are subject
to change without notice. There is no regular update series for research issued by Allenby.
No recommendation is being made to you; the securities referred to may not be suitable for you and this communication
should not be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgement. Neither past performance or forecasts
are a reliable indication of future performance and investors may realise losses on any investment. Allenby shall not be
liable for any direct or indirect damages including lost profits arising from the information contained in this communication.
Allenby and any company or persons connected with it, including its officers, directors and employees may have a position
or holding in any investment mentioned in this document or a related investment and may from time to time dispose of any
such security or instrument. Allenby may have been a manager in the underwriting or placement of securities in this
communication within the last 12 months, or have received compensation for investment services from such companies
within the last 12 months, or expect to receive or may intend to seek compensation for investment services from such
companies within the next 3 months. Accordingly, recipients should not rely on this communication as being impartial and
information may be known to Allenby or persons connected with it which is not reflected in this communication. Allenby
has a policy in relation to management of conflicts of interest which is available upon request.
This communication is supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other
person or published in whole or part for any purpose. It is not intended for distribution or use outside the European Economic
Area except in circumstances mentioned below in relation to the United States. This communication is not directed to you
if Allenby is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or registration in any jurisdiction from making it available to you and
persons into whose possession this communication comes should inform themselves and observe any such restrictions.

Allenby may distribute research in reliance on Rule 15a-6(a)(2) of the Securities and Exchange Act 1934 to persons that are
major US institutional investors, however, transactions in any securities must be effected through a US registered brokerdealer. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of the relevant country’s laws for which Allenby
does not accept liability.
By accepting this communication, you agree that you have read the above disclaimer and to be bound by the foregoing
limitations and restrictions.
Research recommendation disclosure
David Johnson is the author of this research recommendation. David Johnson is employed by Allenby Capital Limited as an
Equity Analyst.
Unless otherwise stated the share prices used in this publication are taken at the close of business for the day prior to the
date of publication. Information on research methodologies, definitions of research recommendations, and disclosure in
relation to interests or conflicts of interests can be found at www.allenbycapital.com.
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